CASE STUDY

First-to-Market Radio-Wave Breast
Imaging System Achieved with
Network Analyzer
Since 2008, the global incidence of breast cancer has increased by more than
20%, and mortality rates have risen by 14%. The survival rate for late-stage
breast cancer is 24%. Mammography, the most commonly used method of
detection, misses up to 50% of cancers in dense breast tissue.
With mammography, radiologists must differentiate very small differences in
visual contrast. Factors such as breast density often mask what they need to

Company:
• Micrima Limited

Key Issues:
• fast, accurate, low-cost
data acquisition to aid
in development

Solutions:
• M9372A PXIe vector
network analyzer,
300 kHz to 9 GHz

Results:

This method offers new diagnostic information in dense tissue while requiring no

• development of firstto-market breastimaging technology and
detection system

patient discomfort due to breast compression. In addition, patients can, from

• receipt of CE mark

see. Because the dielectric contrast between cancerous cells and healthy breast
tissue is as high as 10 to 1, radio waves can detect these significant differences.

a young age, frequently undergo breast imaging technique based on radiowave technology because they are not exposed to hazardous ionizing radiation.
Recognizing the potential impact of such a technology on breast cancer
detection and mortality rates, Micrima’s founders decided to develop a radiowave breast-imaging system.
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The Key Issues: Improve Breast Cancer Detection and
Reduce Mortality Rates
Micrima named its radio-wave breast-imaging system MARIA (Multistatic Array
Radio-wave Image Acquisition). MARIA uses harmless radio waves to create threedimensional breast volumes. It works on the principle that cancerous cells have very
different dielectric properties from those of healthy breast tissue.
For prototype development, it is essential to have a system that meets the specific
needs and requirements throughout the process. The system must be low cost and
support application-specific bandwidths of microwave frequencies that the antenna
transmits and receives. Additionally, it must offer sufficient dynamic range and speed
to enable analysis of the received signal and complete acquisition of all necessary
data channels.

The Solution: A Fast, Compact Network Analyzer
Keysight has been supporting Micrima’s efforts since before it spun out from research
at the University of Bristol. Micrima’s imaging technology consists of a data acquisition
system and an imaging algorithm. The acquisition system consists of 60 antennas,
configured to operate over a wide range of frequencies. Each antenna transmits while
the other 59 record the signal back from the breast tissue, enabling MARIA to build a
3D map of tissue variation throughout the breast (Figure 1).

Figure 1. A 3D map of tissue variation in the breast from MARIA
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Keysight’s network analyzer addressed Micrima’s requirements for a data acquisition
system that consisted of an antenna array, switches, and a 16-port VNA (Keysight
8xM9372A per MARIA) operating at between 3 and 8 GHz. The M9372A is a full twoport VNA that fits in a single PXI slot and helps drive down the size of the system. The
PXI VNA offers the widest frequency range available, with six models that operate from
300 kHz to 4, 6.5, 9, 14, 20, or 26.5 GHz. With its best-in-industry speed, dynamic
range, and trace noise, the PXI VNA helps improve accuracy, yield, and margin.

Figure 2. MARIA system

The Results: Successful Clinical Trials
Micrima completed its product development and delivered a few MARIA systems for
clinical trials (Figure 2). In 2015, Micrima received a CE mark (a certification mark
indicating conformity with health, safety, and environmental protection standards
for products sold within the European Economic Area (EEA)). Trials have proven
that MARIA is effective at showing a region-of-interest corresponding with cancer,
particularly in dense tissue, and often but not always associated with younger women.
The system captures variations in the impedance, permittivity, and conductivity of
breast tissue. It can highlight regions-of-interest based on their electromagnetic
response. This contrast mechanism performs particularly well in dense tissue. In
clinical trials, systems have detected tumors as small as 5 mm.
Micrima is working with Hologic Inc., a global leader in women’s health, to launch
MARIA in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland.
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Going Forward
Micrima plans to introduce tissue differentiation within the MARIA scan as it rolls
out higher levels of functionality over the next 12 months. This functionality is
driven by the use of artificial intelligence (AI) on the large data set the company
has acquired through different trials. An increasing number of installations
will generate more clinical data for the advancement of the AI algorithms to
categorize the findings from MARIA.

Related Information
• Micrima Limited
• M9372A PXIe VNA 300 kHz to 9 GHz

”

Breast cancer is the most
common cause of death in
women between 35 and 55
in Europe and the leading
cause of death in many
countries. Many tumors
are simply not discovered
early enough due to the
difficulty in discriminating
between cancers and
dense tissue using current
imaging technology.
Using harmless radio
waves, MARIA detects
tumors in dense tissue
and allows routine and
repeated scanning without
any safety or comfort
concerns associated with
X-ray mammography.
The process takes less
than five minutes and
avoids painful breast
compression.

Roy Johnson
Micrima’s executive
chairman
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